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Practical Insights into the Impedance Response of
Interdigitated Electrodes: Extraction of Relative Static
Permittivity and Electrolytic Conductivity
Benedikt Sapotta,[a] Matthias Schwotzer,[a] and Matthias Franzreb*[a]

Abstract: This work aims to provide a detailed under-
standing of the challenges related to the computation of
the relative static permittivity and electrolytic conductiv-
ity of a sample medium from its impedance response
recorded with interdigitated electrode (IDE) geometries.
Within the scope of the study, impedance data has been
measured and evaluated for a total of nine sample media

using two distinct IDE geometries. Particular emphasis is
laid upon the compensation of parasitic influences affect-
ing the impedance response. With the raw data supporting
this study fully disclosed, the reader is offered the
opportunity to comprehensively retrace the evaluation
procedure proposed in the text.
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1 Introduction

Thin film interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) are comprised
of two planar, interlaced comb structures of a conductive
material deposited on a dielectric substrate. IDEs can be
produced at low-cost in great numbers owing to sophisti-
cated microfabrication techniques and as such have
gained increasing popularity for a variety of applications
[1]. The IDE geometry is usually realized as a disposable
electrode chip, a model of which is displayed in Figure 1.

As the standardized IDE structure is capable of
providing conclusive current signals even for highly
resistive sample media under test (SUTs), it is particularly
attractive for impedimetric applications. For this reason,
the IDE geometry is frequently employed to track minor
variations to bulk properties of SUTs in contact with the
interdigitated area, most notably its electrolytic conduc-
tivity kSUT and relative permittivity er;SUT . Accordingly,

IDEs have been repeatedly employed for the impedance
based detection of water content in a variety of different
SUTs ranging from organic liquids [2] to soil samples [3]
as well as building materials [4] and the human skin [5].
On a fundamental level, impedimetric moisture sensing
applications rely by and large on the increase of er;SUT

upon uptake of water molecules into the respective SUT.
On the other hand, IDE chips are often coated with a
sensitive material which can then be used for chemo-
capacitive [6] or alternatively for chemiresistive [7] gas
sensing; again owing to variations in er;SUT or kSUT upon
sorption of target molecules into the sensitive layer under
test. When applied as electroanalytic technique, the
measurement of kSUT and er;SUT is referred to as conduc-
tometry and dielectrometry, respectively [8]. Interdigitated
conductometry is particularly attractive in biosensing [9]
due to the low sample volume requirements and ease of
chemical functionalisation. Interdigitated dielectrometry
on the other hand allows the in-situ cure monitoring of
thermoset materials [10] within the framework of the
more generalized dielectric (thermal) analysis approach
[11]. In addition, interdigitated dielectrometry provides
unique opportunities for thin film characterization [12],
especially when integrated into an overarching impedance
spectrum analysis [13].

Any target-oriented realisation of the impedimetric
applications mentioned above requires a conceptual
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Fig. 1. Model of a customary interdigitated electrode chip com-
prised of two interlaced conductive comb structures deposited on
a dielectric substrate. The sample medium under test is placed
onto the interdigitated area for impedimetric analysis.
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understanding of how the underlying bulk properties
enter the measured impedance data, particularly in
relation to a variety of confounding effects. Especially if
absolute values of rather than just relative change to kSUT

or er;SUT are of interest, the peculiarities of the IDE
geometry deserve special attention. For instance, recent
studies on the impedance response of IDEs suggest
considerable influence of geometry-induced frequency
dispersion owing to the inherent inhomogeneity of the
potential and current distributions [14]. In addition, IDE
chips impart characteristic parasitic contributions to the
impedance response which when left unaccounted for,
might lead to a misinterpretation of the data.

The purpose of this work is to substantiate how and to
what degree reliable kSUT and er;SUT values can be
obtained with IDE structures. To this end, we recorded
the impedance response of a total of nine different SUTs.
With both dielectric and conductivity reference media
among the sample media examined, the recorded IDE
impedance data sets are comprehensively tested against
the common theory of kSUT and er;SUT extraction. To
support the general validity of the findings, the impedance
spectra were taken with two different IDE geometries.

2 Theoretical Framework for Obtaining Relative
Static Permittivity and Electrolytic Conductivity

This chapter summarizes a few conceptual steps that need
to be considered when trying to determine the bulk
dielectric and conductive properties of a homogeneous
sample medium by impedance spectroscopy. While the
primary focus is laid on the interdigitated electrode
structure, similar considerations are required irrespective
of the particular electrode geometry used.

In order to extract kSUT and er;SUT values from the
impedance data, the respective material properties are
assumed isotropic as well as adequately invariant to the
local electric field strength and AC frequency applied.
Isotropy is reasonably justified for most fluidic sample
media. E-field dependence on the other hand is usually
expected at field strengths exceeding several MV/m [15],
which however will only become relevant under speci-
alized experimental conditions. While frequency depend-
ence of kSUT is considered insignificant [16], er;SUT in
general needs to be treated as a complex function of the
frequency. The permittivity can however be considered as
a real and sufficiently frequency-invariant quantity at
“low” frequencies [17]. The static relative permittivity
assumption has been suggested to be reasonably appli-
cable at frequencies of 1 MHz and below for a variety of
liquids [18].

2.1 Differentiation of Measured Impedance Response
into Parasitic and Sample Medium Contributions

When recording an impedance spectrum, it is important
to acknowledge that the measured impedance response

ZM is not necessarily equivalent to the impedance
response ZSUT exerted by the sample medium under test
(SUT) in contact with the designated electrode structure.
In addition to ZSUT , ZM may also be affected by parasitic
contributions stemming from the electrical integration of
the electrode structure into the impedance measurement
system.

In general, impedimetric measurement setups should
be carefully designed to minimize any parasitic contribu-
tions e.g. by optimizing the length and placement of the
leads connecting the electrode structure with the impe-
dance measurement hardware. If the experimental system
is purposefully designed and the measurement conducted
at frequencies for which parasitic contributions are
negligible, practical equality of ZSUT and ZM is often
assumed. This approach however is not reasonable when
trying to obtain bulk material properties with IDE geo-
metries. One factor worth considering is the finite thick-
ness of the conductive material the electrode structure is
composed of. For example, with commonly encountered
metal film thicknesses of a few hundreds of nanometers
or below [14b,19], the real part of the impedance
measured for a highly conductive sample medium might
be limited by the current flow between contact pad and
interdigitated area or even within the electrode fingers
themselves. On the other hand, the electric field
surrounding the counter charged electrode fingers not
only penetrates the sample space above the interdigitated
area but also the electrode substrate onto with the
electrode structure is deposited. For this reason, a para-
sitic geometric capacitance related to the actual electrode
substrate will always be present in parallel to ZSUT in ZM .

When considered significant and unavoidable, para-
sitic contributions to ZM need to be actively compensated
for. There are a variety of practical strategies for this
purpose [20].

The approach pursued in this work is to capture the
individual parasitic contributions into lumped elements
put together into an equivalent circuit model. In this
regard, special attention is given to the electron conduct-
ing leads connecting the interdigitated area to the
impedance analyser imparting a serial parasitic resistance
RP and inductance LP . In addition, a geometric capaci-
tance CGeo;P in parallel is considered due to e.g. proximity
of the electron conducting segments. A leakage resistance
effectively bypassing ZSUT is not specifically accounted for
in this study but might become relevant for high
impedance SUTs at low frequencies.

In Figure 2, the parasitic components RP , LP and
CGeo;P are broken down into the individual contributions
of A) the electrical integration of the electrode chip into
the measurement system and B) the electrode chip itself.
This differentiation of parasitic contributions to ZM is in
general not necessary for the sole purpose of compensa-
tion. It may however prove useful to identify and
potentially eliminate dominant parasitic contributors. The
modelling of the parasitic impedance with the help of a
lump-element model is based on the assumption, that its
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individual components are sufficiently stable and as such
do not change significantly within the recorded frequency
range. Especially at higher frequencies however, this
assumption might be compromised due to skin or
proximity effects [21].

2.2 Differentiation of Sample Medium Impedance
Response into Bulk and Interfacial Contributions

Impedance spectroscopy provides information both about
the bulk of the SUT as well as the interface between SUT
and electrode [22]. When working with IDEs, the bulk
which is stimulated by the AC current flow comprises but
a thin layer of the sample medium in direct proximity
with the interdigitated area whose thickness may be
estimated from the electrode finger width and spacing
[23]. Both ionic migration related to kSUT and dipole
polarization related to er;SUT make up the bulk contribu-
tion to ZSUT .

Separate from bulk effects are interfacial processes
most notably the formation of the electric double layer at
the electrode surface. The buildup of the electric double
layer due to the migration of ionic species to and
subsequent accumulation at the interface between SUT
and electrode continuously deprives the bulk from the
actual potential gradient, a phenomenon which is also
referred to as electrode polarization [24]. For this reason,
interfacial processes become the dominant contributor to
ZSUT at “low” frequencies.

As in the previous section concerning the parasitic
contributions, there are two principal strategies of how to
gain access to the desired bulk effects from ZSUT , namely
i) restrict the analysis to sufficiently “large” frequencies

for which interfacial contributions are negligible there-
by equating ZSUT with the bulk contribution and

ii) actively compensate the interfacial contribution from
ZSUT .
While approach i) provides a more accurate picture on

the bulk contributions than approach ii), the frequency
range for which interfacial contributions become relevant
can only be roughly estimated. In general, the larger
sample medium conductivity the more quickly the ionic
double layers develop i. e. interfacial effects become
relevant at ever larger frequencies. Furthermore, the

influence of the double layer effect on the total impe-
dance response increases to larger frequencies when
decreasing the electrode separation distance [25], which is
detrimental to a bulk medium analysis conducted with
interdigitated microelectrode structures. As electrode
polarisation is inherently tied to ionic migration, a useful
point of reference when pursuing strategy i) represents
the characteristic relaxation frequency f CR which is a
function of er;SUT and kSUT and can be expressed as

f CR ¼
1

2p

kSUT

e0er;SUT
(1)

At frequencies larger than f CR, displacement current is
larger than ionic migration current and interfacial con-
tributions to ZSUT are usually negligible. Depending on
kSUT however, frequencies exceeding f CR may not always
be reasonably accessible. In aqueous media with er;SUT =

80.29 at 20 °C for instance [26], an f CR value of 1 MHz is
already surpassed at a moderate conductivity of kSUT =

45 μS/cm. For this reason, active compensation of inter-
facial contributions to ZSUT is often required.

Provided that Faradaic processes are absent, the
interfacial impedance may reduce to the charge/discharge
of the ionic double layer which, within the framework of
electric circuit analogues, is usually modelled by a
constant phase element (CPE) [24].

A straightforward equivalent circuit for ZSUT com-
prised of the geometric capacitance CGeo;SUT to account
for the dipole polarization in the bulk, the solution
resistance RS;SUT to account for ionic migration in the bulk
and a constant phase element CPEDL to model the
interfacial electrode polarisation is provided in Figure 3
I). In case interfacial processes are negligible within the
recorded frequency range, CPEDL may be dropped
leading to the circuit shown in Figure 3 II). The simplified
equivalent circuits in Figure 3 on the right by contrast
assume III) the absence of any relevant ionic migration
processes altogether and IV) an overly large bulk
conductivity of the SUT exerting no significant RS;SUT .
While CGeo;SUT would still act in parallel to CPEDL in IV),
CGeo;SUT is in general orders of magnitude smaller than the
interfacial capacitance associated to CPEDL and can
therefore be safely neglected as well.

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit models to account for parasitic influences present in the A) electric connection to the IDE chip and B) the
IDE chip itself.
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2.3 Accessing Relative Permittivity and Electrolytic
Conductivity from Equivalent Circuit Components

The magnitude of how the characteristic SUT properties
er;SUT and kSUT enter ZM depend on the electrode geo-
metry’s cell constant KC which represents an effective
ratio of electrode separation distance divided by electrode
area. With e0 referring to the vacuum permittivity, the
bulk impedance circuit components CGeo;SUT and RS;SUT

can be converted into er;SUT and kSUT respectively via

er;SUT ¼
KCCGeo;SUT

e0

(2)

kSUT ¼
KC

RS;SUT
(3)

To estimate KC of an IDE structure, analytical
equations are available which require the number and
length of the electrode fingers as well as the metallization
ratio of the IDE structure as input parameters (see S5).
Theoretically computed KC values have been reported to
underestimate the real value by usually 10–20% [27]. The
relatively poor predictability of an IDE’s cell constant is
said to originate from fringing effects [27] as well as
geometric imperfections of an IDE structure itself [28].
Alternatively, KC can be determined experimentally with
the help of conductivity or dielectric reference media.

To summarize this chapter, the theoretical framework
of how er;SUT and kSUT enter ZM is schematically outlined
in Figure 4. It is important to note that the accuracy and
precision at which er;SUT and kSUT can be determined with
equations (2) and (3) not only depends on the certainty at
which KC is known, but also the certainty at which the
associated circuit components CGeo;SUT and RS;SUT can be
derived from ZM. Compensation of confounding effects is
possible only up to a limited degree of certainty. Having
access to a frequency range for which ZM is exclusively
dominated by the desired bulk contributions provides
optimal conditions for er;SUT and kSUT extraction. In the
opposite case, an impedance response whose bulk con-
tributions are fully dwarfed by either interfacial or para-
sitic contributions may not reveal any quantitative
information on the investigated SUT’s bulk kSUT or er;SUT .

Determination of er;SUT is particularly challenging in
this regard as impedance contributions stemming from
CGeo;SUT quickly turn negligible once interfacial processes
become relevant. For this reason, satisfactory mathemat-
ical compensation of electrode polarisation to gain
reliable access to er;SUT is often not possible [26] and
consequently measurement of er;SUT is limited to fre-
quency ranges with insignificant interfacial impedance
contribution. In case interfacial processes impart non-
negligible contributions to the impedance response even
at frequencies in the MHz range, the static permittivity
may in fact not be accurately identifiable from the

Fig. 3. I) Basic equivalent circuit model for ZSUT accounting for a
non-Faradaic impedance response. II)–IV) Simplifications there-
of which may become reasonable depending on the frequency
range or sample medium analyzed. The circuit models are used
for data analysis in chapter 4.

Fig. 4. Schematic flow chart outlining individual contributing effects to the measured impedance signal ZM . Both permittivity e0er;SUT

and conductivity kSUT of a homogeneous sample medium under test (SUT) enter ZM coupled to the electrode structure’s cell constant
KC constituting the bulk impedance contribution of the respective SUT. In addition to the effects derived from the bulk of the SUT,
processes occurring at the interface between SUT and electrode as well as parasitic impedance contributions are present in ZM , which
need to be minimized and, if necessary, actively compensated to gain unobstructed access to the SUT’s bulk properties.
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impedance data at all. The static value can however still
be approximated through extrapolation if a complex
permittivity function of the specific SUT is available [29].

3 Outline of Experimental Approach

A detailed list of the chemicals and devices used is
provided in the supporting information chapter S1 and S2.

3.1 Sample Media under Consideration

The sample media investigated in this study are specified
in table 1. They were carefully chosen to test the
feasibility of static relative permittivity er;SUT as well as
electrolytic conductivity kSUT extraction from the impe-

dance response of interdigitated electrodes. SUTs 1–6
serve as dielectric reference media whose static permittiv-
ity values are available in the literature. Both pure
chemicals (SUTs 1–4) and mixtures (SUTs 5–6) were
considered. SUTs 7–8 were commercially available con-
ductivity reference media based on aqueous solutions of
potassium chloride (KCl). A saturated solution of KCl in
water roughly equivalent to 25 weight-% KCl was used as
SUT 9 to, in a sense, provide a short-circuit between the
electrode fingers due to its relatively large electrolytic
conductivity leaving behind only parasitic and interfacial
contributions to ZM .

3.2 Continuous Flow Setup

A microfluidic flow method was used for the impedance
measurements as opposed to conventional dip or droplet
based IDE chip setups due to ease of automation,
inhibition of evaporation related effects and reduced risk
of contamination. The experimental setup is schematically
outlined in Figure 5.

A pneumatic pressure controller (operated with nitro-
gen gas) in conjunction with a flow selection valve
allowed a sequential supply of the different sample fluids
to a custom-built flow cell housing the IDE chip. The
polymeric flow cell was designed in a modular config-
uration and prepared by 3D-printing. To guarantee
chemical inertness, flow module and gasket were printed
with a highly fluorinated photoresin [30]. Electrical
contacting of the interdigitated electrodes was realized
with pogo pins soldered to contact leads and embedded
into the “connection module” located at the rear part of
the flow cell. The interdigitated area of the electrodes
used in this study was approximately circular in shape

Table 1. Sample media (SUTs) together with the recorded frequency
range analysed in this study. The respective equivalent circuit models
assumed for ZSUT are provided in Figure 3.

No. SUT Freq. Range ZSUT

1 nitrogen 0.1–1 MHz I)
2 1-butanol 0.1–1 MHz II)
3 ethanol 0.1–1 MHz II)
4 water 0.1–1 MHz II)
5 ethanol/water mixture

(54 mol-% ethanol)
0.1–1 MHz II)

6 ethanol/water mixture
(22 mol-% ethanol)

0.1–1 MHz II)

7 cond. standard[a]

1410 μS/cm at 25 °C
0.005–5 MHz III)

8 cond. standard[a]

25.0 μS/cm at 25 °C
0.005–5 MHz III)

9 KCl saturated[a] 0.005–5 MHz IV)

[a] in water.

Fig. 5. Microfluidic setup used in this study. The interdigitated area of the electrode chip housed inside a modular flow cell was
sequentially exposed to a total of nine sample media. The leads protruding from the connection module were contacted to a
potentiostat with frequency response analyzer to measure the impedance response.
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with a diameter of 3.6 mm. Inside the flow cell, the sample
fluid under test was flowing through a cylindrical sensing
chamber of 4 mm in diameter and 0.2 mm in height
located above the interdigitated area. An initial experi-
ment confirmed that the flow unit placed on top of the
interdigitated area did not alter an impedance response
taken with nitrogen as reference medium. The flow cell
was operated under continuous flow conditions with a
target liquid flow rate of 5 μL/s resulting in a mean liquid
residence time inside the flow chamber of 0.5 seconds.

3.3 Interdigitated Electrode Chips

The IDE chips were obtained from a commercial supplier.
The electrode structure was prepared of gold deposited
on a glass substrate using a titanium layer as adhesion
promoter. Two chips with different electrode geometries
were used in this study; one with 5 μm electrode width
and 5 μm spacing comprised of a total of 180 electrode
pairs which within the scope of this work will be referred
to as the “5 μm electrode” and one with 10 μm electrode
width and 10 μm spacing comprised of a total of 90
electrode pairs which will be referred to as the “10 μm
electrode” from now on. Prior to the experimentation, the
IDE chips were rinsed with deionized water followed by a
dry etching step using an ultraviolet-ozone surface treat-
ment.

3.4 Recording of Impedance Spectra

Impedance spectra were taken using a potentiostat
equipped with frequency response analyser. For each
SUT, the voltage amplitude was optimized for ZSUT to be
recorded within a single current measurement range of
the potentiostat, a full list of the voltage amplitudes
applied is provided in S3. To verify reproducibility as well
as stationarity of the measurements, a total of three
consecutive impedance spectra at 40 frequency points per
decade were taken for each SUT. A custom written
python script allowed full automation of the measurement
system. During operation of the measurement script, the
system was left undisturbed to avoid interference with
triboelectric phenomena or subtle changes to the capaci-
tive coupling of the electrical connection to the environ-
ment.

The parasitic contributions of the cabling connecting
the IDE chip with the potentiostat (cell cable+ flow cell
connection module) were determined prior to the exper-
imentation. For this purpose, the flow cell was connected
to the potentiostat and impedance spectra were taken
with i) no IDE chip installed (open) and ii) a copper
platelet instead of the IDE chip installed (short). With
regard to Figure 2 A), these measurements suggested a
cable resistance of 0.1 Ohm (RP;1), a cable inductance of
80 nH (LP;1) and a stray capacitance of 1.0 pF (CGeo;P;1).
The Bode representation of the open and short spectra
are discussed in S4.

3.5 Impedance Data Evaluation to Obtain er;SUT and kSUT

Within the scope of equivalent circuit analysis of the
recorded spectra, ZM and ZSUT are differentiated by

ZM ¼ RP þ jwLP þ ZSUT
� 1 þ jwCGeo;P

� �
� 1

� �� 1
(4)

In equation (4), w and j represent the angular
frequency and imaginary unit respectively. With regard to
Figure 2 the individual parasitic circuit parameters in
equation (4) are assumed equal to RP ¼ RP;1 þRP;2,
LP ¼ LP;1 þ LP;2 and CGeo;P ¼ CGeo;P1 þ CGeo;P2.

The measurement conditions for the dielectric refer-
ence media used as SUTs 1–6 were carefully chosen to
prevent any significant interfacial contributions to ZSUT

within the recorded frequency range. Accordingly, the
CPEDL circuit element was not included to the data
analysis. Owing to the simplicity of the resulting circuit
models in Figure 3 II) and III), CGeo;SUT could be explicitly
computed for every frequency point recorded. A subse-
quent frequency averaging step provided a mean value
together with a standard uncertainty for CGeo;SUT which
was then applied to equation (2) to obtain the respective
er;SUT values.

The impedance data collected for the conductivity
reference media used as SUTs 7 and 8 was analysed with
the circuit model shown in Figure 3 I). The model ensured
active compensation of interfacial contributions to ZSUT

through the use of the CPEDL circuit component. Best fit
estimates of the individual circuit parameters to the
experimental data were obtained with the help of the
Gamry Echem Analyst software. An estimation of the
variance-covariance matrix during the data fit provided
standard uncertainties of the respective model parame-
ters. The kSUT values were computed by applying the
estimated RS;SUT to equation (3).

Deviations of CGeo;SUT and RS;SUT derived from tripli-
cate measurements of the same SUT were insignificant in
comparison to the uncertainties related to the complete
spectrum analysis and thus neglected. The propagation of
uncertainty throughout this work was accounted for with
the Monte Carlo method through random sampling from
normally distributed, uncorrelated input parameters. The
corresponding sampling size was set to 106. Uncertainties
are provided at the coverage factor k =2, roughly
equivalent to 95% confidence level.

3.6 Assessment of Accuracy

To evaluate the accuracy of value extraction for er;SUT and
kS;SUT from the impedance data, we computed statistically
anticipated value ranges based on reference data. For the
pure dielectric reference liquids (SUTs 2–4) we used the
extensive data published by Gregory and Clark [26]. In
their study Gregory and Clark used a shielded two
terminal cell with parallel plate geometry which allowed a
direct measurement of the static permittivity [18]. Petong,
Pottel and Kaatze [31] specified static permittivity values
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for ethanol-water mixtures obtained through extrapola-
tion of impedance data recorded with a cut off type
reflection cell [32], which were used as a reference for
SUTs 5 and 6. The permittivity of nitrogen was not
expected to be distinguishable from that of vacuum within
the precision of our hardware and the expected er;SUT

accordingly set to 1.0 with no uncertainty attached [33].
For the conductivity reference media used as SUTs 7 and
8, kSUT could be compared to the temperature dependent
electrolytic conductivity values specified for the standard
solutions. Since the impedance spectra were recorded at a
temperature of 21.0 °C we first calculated a reference
value at the measurement temperature through linear
interpolation of the corresponding values stated at 20 and
25 °C in the literature source. In addition, an expanded
uncertainty of the reference value was calculated account-
ing for (i) the standard uncertainty of the reference values
as stated in the literature source, (ii) the temperature
uncertainty specified in the literature source and (iii) the
temperature uncertainty of this measurement estimated at
�0.5 °C. The individual input values are comprehensively
listed in S6.

3.7 Iterative Approach to Determine KC, CGeo;P, RP and
LP

At the beginning of the data analysis, neither the
individual parasitic components RP , CGeo;P and LP to
differentiate between ZM and ZSUT in equation (4) nor KC

for interpreting CGeo;SUT and RS;SUT in equations (2) and
(3) are known. While the impedance contribution of LP is
unique and thus can be easily identified in ZM , the
remaining three parameters RP , CGeo;P and KC can only
be determined in a combined approach. The reason is
that RP acts in series with RS;SUT whereas CGeo;P acts in
parallel to CGeo;SUT . In general, a single equivalent circuit
fit to the impedance data can therefore only ascertain the
effective sum of RP with RS;SUT and likewise only the
effective sum of CGeo;P and CGeo;SUT .

For this purpose, we employed an iterative approach
to simultaneously pinpoint RP , CGeo;P and KC through
appropriation of the recorded impedance data of SUTs 1,
3 and 9. As a starting point of the iteration process we use
the recorded impedance response of the saturated KCl
solution (SUT 9) and hypothesize the resistive current
flowing through the setup to be limited by the cabling
resistance RP only. As a consequence, any bulk contribu-
tions to ZSUT are, for the initial step, considered
negligible, thus leading to the simple ZSUT circuit model in
Figure 3 IV). Numerical analysis of the impedance data of
SUT 9 with the help of the Echem Analyst software
therefore discloses LP as well as an initial estimate for RP .
In the next step, the recorded ZM of SUTs 1 and 3 are
compensated for LP and RP to gain unobstructed access
to the effective sum of CGeo;P and CGeo;SUT .

CGeo ¼ CGeo;P þ CGeo;SUT ¼ CGeo;P þ
er;SUTe0

KC
(5)

By applying the computed reference values of er;SUT

for SUT 1 and 3, equation (5) can be solved for CGeo;P and
KC. Now that an estimate for KC is available, the initial
hypothesis of RS;SUT being negligible for SUT 9 may be
revisited. The electrolytic conductivity kSUT of SUT 9 was
measured separately with a conductivity probe which
suggested a value of 330 000 μS/cm. Accordingly, the
initial guess for RP may then be corrected by a theoretical
RS;SUT computed with equation (4) and the KC value of
the previous iteration step. The iteration procedure
finishes once the incremental change to RP by the
theoretical computed RS;SUT is smaller than the uncer-
tainty at which RP can be determined from the exper-
imental data of SUT 9.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Parasitic Contributions and Cell Constant for both
IDE Geometries

Before taking a look at the bulk properties which can be
extracted from the impedance responses of the individual
SUTs, we will briefly elucidate the determination process
and meaning of parasitics and geometry factor KC for
both IDE system.

The impedance response obtained for SUT 9 which
serves as the starting point of the iteration procedure is
shown in Figure 6 A). Both the 5 and 10 μm IDE
geometry provide similar impedance data for the satu-
rated KCl solution. At frequencies exceeding 0.5 MHz the
phase angle rises above 0° which is indicative to the
inductive effects imparted by LP . By contrast, the
impedance data approaches capacitive behaviour at
frequencies below 0.5 MHz which we interpret as the
formation of the double layer at the interface between
electrode/SUT. For both electrode geometries investi-
gated, LP appears to resonate with CPEDL at around
0.5 MHz i.e., their contributions to the imaginary part of
the measured impedance cancel each other out. At
frequencies above the resonance of ZSUT and LP , ZM is
quickly dominated by the parasitic contributions imparted
by LP . For this reason, the frequency range at which ZSUT

resonates with LP represents a practical limit to the high
frequency end for which parasitic contributions to ZM can
be reasonably compensated for. In other words, LP

prevents a meaningful analysis of ZSUT at arbitrarily large
frequencies for IDE geometries.

As shown in in Figure 6 A), the impedance response
of SUT 9 modelled by a serial connection of RP , LP and
CPEDL provides for an adequate data fit to be used for
the initial step of the iteration process. When compensat-
ing the recorded ZM with RP and LP for the dielectric
reference SUTs 1–6, we can extract the effective geo-
metric capacitance CGeo as shown in Figure 6 B). Even
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though CGeo contains both parasitic and SUT contribu-
tions, we observe a strong dependence of CGeo depending
on the sample medium in contact with the interdigitated
area. In a previously published IDE study, Rana, Page
and McNeil did not observe a substantial difference in
CGeo when comparing impedance spectra taken in air and
aqueous solutions which was attributed to a dispropor-
tionately large CGeo;P [34] Owing to the contrasting results
in Figure 6 B) we conclude CGeo;P to be sufficiently
minimized allowing for a meaningful analysis of CGeo;SUT

in this study.
The actual iteration process to pinpoint RP, CGeo;P, LP

and KC converges during the first round for the 10 μm
and during the second round for the 5 μm IDE. When
correcting for the parasitic contributions of the electrical
integration of the IDE chip RP1, CGeo;P1 and LP1 in
Figure 2 A), the parasitic contributions imparted by the
IDE chips themselves can be estimated and are provided
in table 2.

While the LP;2 values turn out identical, the parasitic
thin film electrode conduction resistance RP;2 of the 5 μm
IDE compares roughly 70% larger than of its 10 μm

counterpart. A plausible explanation could be a slight
variability of the electrode film thickness during the
production process which would effectively influence the
film resistance between the contact pad and the interdigi-
tated area. However, considering the magnitude of
mismatch of RP;2 between the two electrode chips
investigated, the bottleneck of electron conduction might
potentially also be imparted along the electrode fingers
itself.

To substantiate the correlation between CGeo;P2 and KC

we applied CGeo;P2 and KC to equation (2) and included
the results as the final row in table 2. In both cases we

Fig. 6. A) Bode representation of the measured impedance spectra obtained from SUT 9 with both the 5 and 10 μm geometry. The
simple equivalent circuit model shown next to the graph provides an appropriate fit to the data. Due to the high conductivity of SUT 9,
impedance contributions stemming from the geometric capacitance and solution resistance are treated as negligible. The impedance
data above 4 MHz appeared unstable and was not included in the data fit. B) Total geometric capacitance (parasitic+ sample medium)
extracted from the impedance spectra of the dielectric SUTs 1–6 recorded with both the 5 and 10 μm electrode geometry. The total
geometric capacitance depends strongly on the SUT in contact with the interdigitated area which is an important prerequisite for the
relative permittivity determination. The 5 μm electrode used in this study provides a capacitance value consistently 2.2–2.3 times larger
than the capacitance obtained from the same SUT when using the 10 μm electrode.

Table 2. Characterization results of the interdigitated electrodes used
in this study at T ¼ 21:0� 0:5 �C:

parameter unit 5 μm IDE 10 μm IDE

KC m� 1 1.68�0.01 3.89�0.02
RP;2 Ω 13.7�0.1 8.0�0.1
LP;2 nH 30�10 30�10
CGeo;P;2 pF 23.1�0.1 10.6�0.1
CGeo;P;2K

e0
– 4.4�0.0 4.7�0.0
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obtain notably similar permittivity values within the
expected range for glasses [35]. This is because the
primary contribution to an IDE chip’s stray capacitance
stems from the electrode substrate the interdigitated
structure is deposited on. The slight difference between
the 5- and 10-μm value is possibly caused by the
neglection of the finite gold film thickness when applying
KC and CGeo;P;2 to equation (2).

4.2 Relative Static Permittivity Determination

The static relative permittivity values determined for
SUTs 1–6 with equation (3) alongside the expected value
ranges are listed in table 3. SUT 1 and 3 are italicized to
highlight their appropriation to compute KC and CGeo;P

during the iteration process in the previous chapter. For
all SUTs, we observe significant overlap of the frequency
averaged relative permittivities extracted from the impe-
dance data recorded between 0.1 and 1 MHz and the
anticipated values based on the reference sources for both
the 5- and 10-μm electrode.

In the case of deionized water used as SUT 4 however,
the computation approach outlined in chapter 3.1 pro-
vides a significantly overestimated permittivity value
accompanied by a relatively large uncertainty. A likely
explanation is the presence of residual conductivities.

While the solution resistance is accounted for in the
circuit model, effects related to electrode polarization
were deliberately left out as SUTs 1–6 were expected to
be sufficiently non-conductive.

Interference of electrode polarization with the meas-
urement however becomes evident when contracting the
frequency interval over which the permittivity results are
averaged to 0.5–1 MHz as listed in Table 4. By excluding

the smaller frequencies, the influence of electrode polar-
ization effects on the static permittivity computation is
reduced [18]. Especially the computed values for SUT 4
appear to benefit from the change in computation when
comparing the results displayed in table 3 and 4. In
general however, we notice two interesting trends.

First, the larger the permittivity of the SUT, the more
strongly the measurement appears to be affected by
electrode polarization. This observation is not surprising
given that the relative permittivity of a solvent is a
measure of the solvent molecule’s capability to screen the
electrostatic interaction of solvated ionic species. The
lower the relative permittivity of a solvent, the stronger
solvated ionic species interact promoting the occurrence
ion association [36]. Associated ions possess no net charge
and therefore do not contribute to the electrolytic
conductivity of a solvent. For this reason, the high
permittivity solvents are more likely to contain fully
solvated ionic contaminants imparting an unwanted
conductivity thereby shifting electrode polarization re-
lated effects to higher frequencies.

The question however is how ionic contaminants are
being introduced to the measurement system. A possible
answer might be provided when taking a look at the
second general trend: The 5-μm electrode is more strongly
affected by electrode polarization than the 10-μm elec-
trode. In other words, the measurement with the 5-μm
electrode appears to be more strongly affected by ionic
contamination than the measurement with the 10-μm
electrode. Conversion of the solution resistance parame-
ter which was extracted alongside the geometric capaci-
tance with equation (4) would suggest an electrolytic
conductivity for SUT 4 of (5.7�0.3) μS/cm with the 5 μm
data and (1.2�0.1) μS/cm with the 10 μm electrode data.
As the experiments were carried out in quick succession,
an ionic contamination of the sample media stock
solutions is ruled out. A slow but steady release of ions
from the glass substrate into the SUT above might
therefore appear as a plausible explanation. In fact, the
ion leaching effect has been identified as the leading
contributor to the instability of low conductivity reference
standard stored in glass containers [37]. The leaching of
ions from the electrode substrate into the liquid phase
above would entail a concentration gradient in the liquid
phase. As the effective sensing range of the 5 μm IDE
structure is half the size of its 10 μm variant, the 5 μm
electrode would provide a closer picture of the diffusive
boundary layer i. e. detect a greater conductivity. Poten-
tially, the dry etching step used for the electrode
preparation might have destabilized the structural integ-
rity of the glass substrate facilitating the leaching of ionic
species. From the aspect of ion association, the release of
ions from the glass substrate would also provide an
explanation to the first general trend. A qualitative
assessment regarding the elemental composition of the
electrode substrate using energy dispersive X-ray spectro-
scopy is provided in S7.

Table 3. Static permittivity values obtained through frequency averag-
ing between 0.1 – 1 MHz at T ¼ 21:0� 0:5 �C:

SUT No. static permittivity
5 μm IDE 10 μm IDE expected range

1 1.0�0.0 1.0�0.0 1.0�0.0
2 18.2�0.2 18.2�0.1 18.1�0.1
3 25.0�0.1 25.0�0.1 25.0�0.1
4 82.6�3.8 80.5�1.4 79.9�0.3
5 36.0�0.4 35.7�0.2 36.3�0.7
6 56.1�1.0 55.8�0.5 55.0�1.1

Table 4. Static permittivity values obtained through frequency averag-
ing between 0.5 – 1 MHz at T ¼ 21:0� 0:5 �C:

SUT No. static permittivity
5 μm IDE 10 μm IDE expected range

1 1.0�0.0 1.0�0.0 1.0�0.0
2 18.2�0.1 18.2�0.1 18.1�0.1
3 25.0�0.1 25.0�0.1 25.0�0.1
4 80.8�0.8 79.9�0.4 79.9�0.3
5 35.9�0.2 35.7�0.1 36.3�0.7
6 55.6�0.3 55.6�0.2 55.0�1.1
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4.3 Electrolytic Conductivity Determination

The impedance response of the conductivity reference
media used as SUTs 7 and 8 is shown in Figure 7 A) and
B) respectively. The equivalent circuit models provided
alongside the plots yielded appropriate fits to the
measured impedance data for both the 5 and 10 μm IDE
geometries. The extracted kSUT values computed with
equation (3) are listed in table 5. Even though the para-
sitic and interfacial contributions are actively compen-
sated for, kSUT for SUT 7 is underestimated by up to 3%
for both geometries tested. On the other hand, kSUT is
consistently overestimated for SUT 8. The relative bias
between computed and expected kSUT amounts to up to
8% for the 10-μm and up to 28% for the 5 μm geometry.
The irregular error structure between expected and
computed kSUT suggests the measurement to be compro-
mised by multiple confounding effects.

Recently, Dizon and Orazem [14a] put forward a
system of equations together with practical boundary
conditions to model the theoretical impedance response

of an interdigitated electrode structure exposed to an
electrolyte solution. Their finite element simulation
suggested a frequency dispersion of the solution resistance
to occur resulting from the nonuniform current and
potential distributions.

As a result, the cell constant associated to the electro-
lytic conductivity was projected to increase by roughly
10% for a 5 μm IDE as the frequency decreases from f CR

to the characteristic frequency associated to the relaxation
of solution resistance and double layer capacitance. At
f CR, the simulations confirmed equality of the cell
constants in equations (3) and (4) for interdigitated
electrodes [14a]. The frequency dispersion effect leading
to an effective increase of the cell constant might partially
explain the underestimation of the electrolytic conductiv-
ity value for SUT 7. Interestingly, a slight dependence of
KC on the actual conductivity level is frequently reported
for other electrode geometries as well [38].

Regarding the overestimation of the conductivity
value for SUT 8 in table 5, the magnitude of deviation
between the 5 μm and 10 μm IDE stands out. Similar to
what was observed for the high permittivity samples in
chapter 4.2, the same SUT analysed with a 5 μm electrode
appeared more conductive than when the measurement
was taken with the 10 μm electrode. While the conductiv-
ity value obtained for SUT 8 with the 10 μm electrode still
overestimates the expected value, it is significantly closer
to the anticipated value range than the value computed
for the 5 μm electrode. Again, it appears plausible that
the apparent increase in conductivity may in fact derive

Fig. 7. Bode Plot representation of the measured impedance responses of A) SUT 7 and B) SUT 8 for both the 5 and 10 μm electrode
geometry. The equivalent circuit models are provided alongside the plots. The underlined model parameters were treated as constant
during data fit.

Table 5. Electrolytic conductivity values at T ¼ 21:0� 0:5 �C ex-
tracted from the impedance spectra shown in Figure 7.

SUT No. electrolytic conductivity [μS/cm]
5 μm IDE 10 μm IDE expected range

7 1270�30 1270�20 1300�10
8 28.6�0.4 24.1�0.3 22.9�0.3
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from a potentially slow but steady release of ions from the
electrode chip. This assumption is corroborated by the
conductivity values obtained for the more conductive
SUT 7. For this case, both electrode geometries provide
identical conductivity values as the ionic contamination
introduced by ion leaching would become negligible in
comparison to the native ion content of the SUT.

In addition to the confounding factors outlined thus
far, the conductivity values extracted from impedance
data are also somewhat subject to the details of how the
interfacial contributions are compensated for. For the
purpose interfacial compensation, a single constant phase
element is used during the data analysis proposed in this
study, however expanded models are sometimes found in
the literature [14b,38]. Independent of the compensation
method applied, interfacial impedance contributions are
expected to change over time during prolonged direct
exposure of the electrodes to a sample medium [14b] due
to e.g. irreversible interfacial reactions or physisorption
of dielectric molecules from the sample media to the
electrode surface.

5 Conclusion

Interdigitated electrodes are viable sample cells for
impedimetric material characterization purposes. Similar
to alternative electrode geometries, both parasitic and
interfacial contributions to the measured impedance
response need to be thoroughly accounted for in order to
gain reliable access to the actual bulk impedance contri-
bution exerted by the sample medium under test. In this
work, we demonstrated an iterative approach to pinpoint
parasitic model parameters as well as the cell constant of
an interdigitated structure based on experimental data.
Relative static permittivity values extracted from impe-
dance measurements carried out with interdigitated geo-
metries were in excellent agreement with reference values
found in the literature. Conductivity values on the other
hand proved more challenging to reproduce with the
collected impedance data potentially compromised by
ionic contamination.

6 Abbreviations

IDE interdigitated electrode
SUT sample medium under test
KCl potassium chloride

7 Symbols

CGeo total geometric capacitance
CGeo;SUT geometric capacitance imparted by the sample

medium under test
CGeo;P parasitic geometric capacitance
CGeo;P;1 parasitic geometric capacitance imparted by the

electrical connection to the IDE chip

CGeo;P;2 parasitic geometric capacitance stemming from
the IDE chip itself

CPEDL constant phase element to model the double
layer effect

e0 vacuum permittivity
er relative static permittivity
er;SUT relative static permittivity of the sample medium

under test
f CR characteristic relaxation frequency of kSUT and

er;SUT

j imaginary unit
KC cell constant
k electrolytic conductivity
kSUT electrolytic conductivity of the sample medium

under test
LP parasitic inductance
LP;1 parasitic inductance stemming from the connec-

tion to the IDE chip
LP;2 parasitic inductance stemming from the IDE

chip itself
F phase angle
RP parasitic resistance
RP;1 parasitic resistance stemming from the connec-

tion to the IDE chip
RP;2 parasitic resistance stemming from the IDE chip

itself
RS;SUT solution resistance of the sample medium under

test
T temperature
w angular frequency
Zj j absolute value of the impedance

ZIDE impedance response of the IDE chip
ZM impedance response measured
ZSUT impedance response of the sample medium

under test

8 Supporting Information

Lists of chemicals, equipment, voltages applied as well as
the input parameters for the anticipated reference values;
open and short measurement without interdigitated chip,
and qualitative elemental analysis of the electrode chip.
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